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Fast ab initio methods for the calculation of adiabatic spin wave spectra in complex systems
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The interpretation of the physics of magnets with reduced dimensionality often requires information on the
spin wave excitations at arbitrary wavelengths which is generally hard to obtain experimentally. Two powerful
methods for theab initio calculation of adiabatic spin-wave spectra are introduced, a frozen-magnon-torque
method for systems with large exchange fields and a transverse-susceptibility method which may be used also
for materials with smaller exchange fields. The efficiency of both methods results from the fact that the number
of calculations required to obtain the spin-wave spectrum scales linearly with the number of basis atoms in the
unit cell. Results are given for Fe, Co, Ni, permalloy Ni3Fe, and CoFe, materials which are often used for
thin-film technologies.
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In recent years magnetism in reduced dimensionality
become extremely important because of the very rapid
velopment of thin-film technologies for basic research a
for applications in magnetotransport. Thereby, spin exc
tions like single-particle Stoner excitations or collective sp
wave excitations1 play a central role for thermostatic phe
nomena, but also for the transport phenomena because
spin-dependence of the inelastic mean free path of an exc
hot electron is determined by spin-flip exchange scatterin
these excitations.2,3 A quantitative analysis of the variou
phenomena requires information about the spin-wave spe
which is often difficult to obtain experimentally. One e
ample is the spin-dependent transport of hot electrons
spin-valve transistor where in the ‘‘bulk’’ of the metalli
components spin-flip exchange scattering at spin waves o
wavelengths occurs. Because the energies of sh
wavelength spin waves in 3d transition metals are very large
it is difficult and costly to investigate thebulk spin wave
spectra of various 3d magnets used in the devices b
neutron-scattering experiments. A second example is
generation of magnons by hot electrons at theinterfacesbe-
tween the insulating barrier and the magnetic electrode
magnetic tunnel junctions which is responsible for the red
tion of the magnetoresistance.4 Because the magnon spe
trum at such an interface is hardly accessible by experime
the quantitative analysis of the data so far must manage
a simple modelling of the spin-wave spectra by a Deb
model.4 Finally, the short-wavelength spin waves atsurfaces
or in ultrathin magnetic filmsof few magnetic monolayers
contribute to the spin polarized electron energy lo
spectrum.3 Whereas low-energy spin waves in ultrathin film
can be studied by ferromagnetic resonance5 or by Brillouin
scattering experiments,6 the direct experimental determina
tion of the short-wavelength spectrum is again difficult.

From the above discussion it becomes obvious that a
oretical determination of spin wave spectra would be
tremely helpful for a quantitative analysis of experimen
data, especially for complex situations like compounds, s
faces and interfaces. Thereby, the methods of theab initio
electron theory have to be used to cope with the interp
between structure and exchange interactions in a s
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consistent manner which is not possible within phenome
logical models like the Heisenberg model or the Hubba
Hamiltonian.1

For a full account of the excitations in principle the d
namic transverse susceptibilityx12(q,v) had to be
calculated1 which contains both the single-particle Stoner e
citations and the spin-wave excitations as well as their in
ference which determines, e.g., the lifetime of the magno
This has been achieved by Savrasov7 within the framework
of the time-dependentab initio linear-response density
functional theory, which at present, however, is too costly
be applied to complex systems. We therefore adopt the a
batic approximation which is based on the notion that
very rapid electronic degrees of freedom can adjust alm
instantaneously to the slow magnetic degrees of freedom
scribed by the orientations of the magnetic moments, so
the electronic system is assumed to be all the time in
ground state with respect to the momentary directions of
moments. The theory of adiabatic spin-wave spectra
been developed mainly in the last five years.8–10 Because the
interference of the magnons with the single-particle Sto
excitations is neglected in the adiabatic approximation,
magnon lifetimes and special features of the spectrum
shorter wavelengths arising from this interference like
‘‘optical magnon branch’’ in Ni around 150 meV~Ref. 11!
cannot be obtained. Altogether, the adiabatic theory rep
sents an excellent approximation for the long-wavelen
limit and a reasonable approximation for smaller wav
lengths.

In the present paper we introduce two methods to ca
late adiabatic spin-wave spectra by theab initio density-
functional theory in local-spin-density approximatio
~LSDA!.12 Combined with the time-saving atomic-sphere a
proximation for the potential and the spin direction~see be-
low! they are able to yield a reasonably fast and semiqu
titative overall description of the spin wave spectra
complex systems, e.g., at surfaces and interfaces, whic
certainly superior to model descriptions like the Deb
model sometimes used4 for complex situations. The capabi
ity of the method is demonstrated for Fe, Ni, Co, Ni3Fe, and
CoFe, materials which are frequently used in magnetore
tive devices.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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Among the various existing adiabatic decoupli
schemes8–10 we use the procedure of Halilovet al.9 which
results in a classical equation of motion,13

Ṁa52
2mB

\
Na52

2mB

\

dE

dMa
3Ma , ~1!

for the lattice site spin magnetic momentMa which is just
the integral of the magnetization densitym(r ) over an ap-
propriately defined cell volume around lattice sitea. The
quantity Na represents the torque acting onMa , and
E($Ma%) is the energy of the system for prescribed mom
directions$Ma%. In the following we consider a system wit
translation vectorsT and basis vectorsR which describe the
positions of the atoms in the unit cell. In the case of a b
material the unit cell corresponds to the elementary unit c
To describe systems with an interface or a surface the
cells are large supercells containing two interfaces or c
taining a vacuum layer~in the case of surfaces! which are
repeated periodically. We furthermore assume a ferrom
netic ground state with magnetic moments inz direction.
Adopting the harmonic approximation forE($Ma%), Eq. ~1!
yields for the spin waves MR1T

x 1 iM R1T
y 5zR1T

5uRei (q•T1vt) the eigenvalue equation

\v~q!uR52mBuMRu(
R8

ARR8
'

~q!uR8 , ~2!

where theARR8
' (q) are the Fourier transforms of the tran

verse coupling constants

ARR8
'

~T2T8!5
]2E

]MR1T
x ]MR81T8

x 5
]2E

]MR1T
y ]MR81T8

y .

~3!

For a system withN basis atoms the coupling constan
ARR8

' (q) are composed ofN2 independent real parameter
We now describe two methods to calculate them by theab
initio electron theory.

Frozen-magnon calculations.In these calculations frozen
magnon configurations of the formzR1T5uReiq•T are pre-
scribed for various sublattices. In the original version of t
frozen-magnon calculations~e.g., Ref. 9! the N2 parameters
of the coupling constants then are obtained via Eq.~3! from
the energy differences ofN2 different frozen-magnon con
figurations. We introduce a variant of the method by not
that the torquesNR acting on the magnetic moments of th
sublatticeR originating from the frozen-magnon configur
tions prescribed for the sublatticesR8 are given by

2NR
y 1 iNR

x 5uMRu(
R8

ARR8
'

~q!uR8 . ~4!

A complete column of the matrixARR8
' (q) therefore may be

obtained by prescribing a frozen-magnon configuration
for one sublatticeR8 and calculating the torques acting o
the magnetic moments of all sublatticesR. Thus, theN2

parameters of the coupling constants may be obtained f
10040
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just N different frozen-magnon calculations, and this rend
possible to deal with complex systems, i.e., large superc
containing many basis atoms.

In principle the frozen-magnon configurations with amp
tudesuR8 have to be generated within the constraint dens
functional approach14 with Lagrangian parameters whic
have to be determined self-consistently which makes
method time consuming. To make the method more eff
tive, we do not prescribe primarily the magnetic mome
directionsMR1T /uMR1Tu but15 the directions of the local-
spin quantization axeseR1T for the calculation of the
exchange-correlation energy in atomic-sphere approxima
~ASA!,16 given in the notation of Ref. 17

Exc
ASA5(

R,T
E

VR1T

n~r !exc~n~r !,eR1T•m~r !!d3r . ~5!

As a consequence of this often used ASA approximation
exchange-correlation fieldBR1T

xc is parallel toeR1T , whereas
the direction ofMR1T deviates by an angleDqR1T . The
torquesNR5(]E/]MR)3MR then are approximated byÑR
5(dE/deR)3eR calculated according to Ref. 18, and ther
fore the coupling constants evaluated according to Eq.~4!
are not the ‘‘true’’ coupling constants. Systematic erro
scale likeDqR /q;v(q)/^Bxc& whereq is the amplitude of
the frozen-magnon configuration and^Bxc& is an appropri-
ately averaged exchange-correlation field. For Fe with
large exchange-correlation field we findDq/q, 10% even
for the largest spin-wave energies\v(q) whereas for Ni we
find Dq/q values of up to 46%. This makes clear th
frozen-magnon-ASA calculations yield reliable adiaba
spin wave spectra only for systems with large exchan
correlation fields.

Spin wave spectra from the transverse susceptibility.In-
stead of prescribing a frozen-magnon configuration for
moments MR81T we now apply a spiral external field
BR81T

x
1 iBR81T

y
5uBR8ue

iq•T to one sublattice (R8). The
field is constant within each atomic sphere. The linear
sponse has the form of spin spirals on all sublatticesR,

MR
x 1 iM R

y 5xRR8
'

~q!uBR8u, x'~q!5@A'~q!#21. ~6!

A complete column of the matrixx'(q) therefore may be
obtained by prescribing a field spiral just for one sublatt
R8 and calculating the induced magnetic moments on
other sublatticesR. Thus, theN2 real parameters which de
termine the susceptibility tensorx'(q) for each wave vector
q may again be obtained from justN different calculations,
and the matrixA'(q) is determined by invertingx'(q). Be-
cause the induced magnetic momentsMR are calculated self-
consistently, this method also applies to materials w
smaller exchange fields. To make the calculational met
time saving, we again apply the ASA approximation for t
spin directions. Because the choice of the spin quantiza
axeseR1T has an influence on the directions of the induc
moments, the directions of the magnetic moments and of
spin quantization axes have to be determined s
consistently. We have shown in Ref. 17 that the error in
total energy originating from the ASA approximation
1-2
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minimized when selecting after each iteration step of t
self-consistency cycle the set of spin quantization axes
the next iteration step according toeR1T5ÑR1T /uÑR1Tu
where theÑR1T are the torques acting on the moments af
the last step. When choosing theeR1T in the conventional
way16 parallel to the moments after each iteration step, v
large errors forx'(q) ~factors 2-3! may arise.

Our calculations were performed by our recently dev
oped version19,17,18 of the tight-binding linear-muffin-tin-
orbital-ASA method20 which is able to account for the non
collinearity of the spin configuration in the way described
Ref. 16.

The results for Fe, Co, and Ni are shown in Figs. 1, 2, a

FIG. 1. Adiabatic spin-wave dispersion relations along hig
symmetry lines of the Brillouin zone for Fe. Broken line: froze
magnon-torque method, full line: transverse susceptibility meth
The symbols denote results from neutron-scattering experiments

~Ref. 28!, 3 ~Ref. 29! for Fe 12% Si,d ~Ref. 30! for Fe 12% Si.
Our results from the frozen-magnon-torque method are very sim
to those of the frozen-magnon-energy method of Ref. 9.

FIG. 2. Adiabatic spin-wave dispersion relations along hig
symmetry lines of the Brillouin zone for Co. Broken line: froze
magnon-torque method, full line: transverse susceptibility meth
The symbols denote results from neutron-scattering experiments

~Ref. 28!, and 3 ~Ref. 31!. Our results from the frozen-magnon
torque method are very similar to those of the frozen-magn
energy method of Ref. 9.
10040
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3 together with experimental data. As expected, the result
the two calculational methods agree well for the case of
because there the angleDq between the actual magnet
moment direction and the direction of the spin quantizat
axis prescribed in the frozen-magnon method is small du
the large exchange-correlation field. In contrast, for Ni wh
has a much smaller exchange field there are large dif
ences, and the case of Co is in between. Interestingly, fo
our spin-wave frequencies from the transverse susceptib
are in the high-frequency regime much larger than the
perimental frequencies whereas the data from the froz
magnon calculation agree quite well with the experimen
data ~apart from the experimentally observed structure
about 150 meV which results from the interference of s
waves with Stoner excitations!, although the susceptibility
method yields the more reliable data for the adiabatic s

FIG. 4. Adiabatic spin-wave dispersion relations obtained by
transverse susceptibility method along high-symmetry lines of
Brillouin zone of the simple cubic elementary unit cell of Ni3Fe
~broken line! and CoFe~full line!.

-

d.

ar

-

d.

-

FIG. 3. Adiabatic spin-wave dispersion relations along hig
symmetry lines of the Brillouin zone for Ni. Broken line: frozen
magnon-torque method, full line: transverse susceptibility meth
The symbols denote results from neutron-scattering experiments

~Ref. 32!, and 3 ~Ref. 11!. Our results from the frozen-magnon
torque method are similar to those of the frozen-magnon-ene
method of Ref. 9~albeit slightly larger in the high-energy regime!.
1-3
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waves. This is related to the fact that for Ni the exchan
splittings for the valence states as calculated by LSDA a
factor of about 2 larger than those obtained by photoelec
spectroscopy21 because the strong many-body effects in
cannot be accounted for by LSDA.22 The apparent success o
the frozen-magnon method for Ni results from the comp
sation of two effects, the overestimation of the spin-wa
energies in LSDA and the underestimation of the LSD
frozen-magnon frequencies because of the strong misa
ment of the magnetic moments and the prescribed spin q
tization axes. It should be noted that the time-depend
density-functional theory of Savrasov7 also yielded consider
ably too large magnon frequencies for Ni in the hig
frequency regime.

We have also calculated the spin-wave spectra of
CoFe and permalloy L12-Ni3Fe by the transverse suscep
bility method ~Fig. 4!, because CoxFe12x ~mainly for large
x) and NixFe12x ~mainly for x'0.8) are the most frequentl
used materials~beside Fe and Co! to study magnetoresistiv
effects in thin-film devices. It turned out that for Ni3Fe the
results for the three optical branches depend very critic
on the detailed values of all components of the susceptib
tensor, i.e., very small changes in thek-point sampling in-
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duce large changes of the frequencies. We found such a c
cal dependence just for this special system~not for CoFe and
Ni3Al, e.g.!. Because we did not obtain really converg
results for the optical branches, Fig. 4 exhibits for Ni3Fe
only the acoustical branch. Our results for the spin wa
stiffnessD, 500 meVÅ2 for CoFe and 550 meVÅ2 for Ni3Fe
can be compared with experimental data which, howev
depend very sensitively on composition and sample prep
tion ~e.g., degree of atomic order!. Standing spin-wave reso
nance experiments on epitaxially grown Fe0.55Co0.45 films23

and Brillouin scattering experiments on polycristallin
Fe0.53Co0.47 films24 yielded D5360 meVÅ2 and D5(800
650) meVÅ2, whereby both materials presumably were n
well ordered, and a value ofD5450–480 meVÅ2 was found
by inelastic neutron scattering.25 Neutron-scattering experi
ments, magnetization experiments and spin wave reson
experiments on disordered Ni3Fe ~Ref. 26! yielded values of
about 300 meVÅ2, and neutron scattering experimen
showed27 that D increases with increasing degree of ord
attaining a value of 420 meVÅ2 for the best ordered sample
Altogether, we think that the agreement between theory
experiment is quite satisfactory.
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